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ABSTRACT

A synthetic diagnostic model for the simulation of energy and pitch angle resolved measurements

of fast ion losses obtained by 2D scintillation-type detectors is presented and subsequently tested

on a JET discharge with fishbones (previously documented in [Perez von Thun Cet al Nucl.

Fusion 50 (2010) 084009]). The simulated energy and pitch angle distributions at the detector are

found to be in excellent agreement with the measurements.

INTRODUCTION

To achieve ignition (or high Q-values) in a D-T operated magnetic confinement fusion device and

prevent damage to plasma facing wall elements [1], it is necessary that the fast (i.e. suprathermal)

ions generated through auxiliary heating and fusion born alpha particles remain confined until they

transfer their energy to the plasma. Electromagnetic field perturbations generated by the presence

of instabilities in the plasma can lead to a premature loss ofthe fast alphas, either through resonant

or non-resonant wave-particle interaction processes [2, 3]. In tokamaks one such instability are

fishbone oscillations [4, 5]. Resonant fishbone losses are not considered to be a source of concern

for burning plasmas because they are predicted to involve only relatively low energy (few hundred

keV) alphas [6]. However, in [6] it was also pointed out that non-resonant losses of fusion prod-

ucts by fishbones may become an issue, as they could affect thehigher energy part of the fast alpha

population. These fast ion losses are predicted to arise dueto the loss of toroidal symmetry of the

magnetic field configuration in the presence of the mode. Indeed, increased fusion product losses

in the MeV range have been reported on a number of machines in the presence of fishbones, includ-

ing JET [7–10]. In the case of [10], the losses were characterised with the help a 2-D scintillator

diagnostic for lost ions [11], shown in figure 1, assessing inparticular the energy and pitch angle

distribution of the losses, their scaling with the fishbone amplitude as well as the losses’ temporal

evolution during a fishbone cycle. Also in [10], results fromnumerical simulations were presented

which, using a number of simplifying assumptions, aimed at reproducing the experimental mea-

surements. The simulation results were mostly in broad agreement with experiment, but some of

the predictions could not be reconciled with experiment using this model. This article is a contin-

uation of that work. Compared to [10], an improved numericalmodel has been used through the

development of a synthetic diagnostic model for the scintillator probe which has been incorporated

into the HAGIS (v10.04) orbit following code and replicatesbetter the actual working principle of

the diagnostic. The paper is structured as follows. Sectionpresents the numerical model used,

with emphasis on the synthetic diagnostic module which replicates the scintillator probe inside

HAGIS. In section this model is applied to a test case discharge and the outcome compared with

experiment. In the final section a summary of results is provided, the conclusions are drawn and

an outlook for future work is given.
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NUMERICAL MODEL

A time dependent 3-D magnetic configuration is constructed by superimposing the perturbation

field of an internal kink mode (whose radial eigenfunction isa good approximation for the fish-

bone) to the axisymmetric equilibrium. Here, the radial eigenfunctions are computed by the linear

MHD code MISHKA-1, which solves the ideal incompressible MHD equations. To reproduce a

typical fishbone cycle, the obtained eigenfunctions are scaled analytically with a time dependent

amplitude and rotation frequency [12]. The amplitude is specified through a third order polynomial

as follows. Fort ≤ tsat:
A(t)

Asat

=
t2

t3sat
(3tsat − 2t) (1)

whereas fortsat < t ≤ tperiod:

A(t)

Asat

= (tperiod − t)2 [3 (tperiod − tsat) − 2 (tperiod − t)]

(tperiod − tsat)
3

(2)

whereA ≡ δB̃r/B0 is the radial perturbation amplitude (normalised to the magnetic field on axis),

tsat is the time at which the maximum fishbone amplitude,Asat, is reached, andtperiod is the total

duration of the fishbone. The waveform appearance is illustrated in figure 2. The perturbation

frequency is chosen to decrease linearly in time over the fishbone period.

The drift-orbit following code HAGIS [13, 14] follows an ensemble of fast particles in the time

dependent magnetic field configuration throughout the duration of a fishbone cycle, where the

initial fast particle ensemble is computed externally by a Fokker-Planck Monte Carlo solver (for

the example presented in section this code is SELFO). In order to simulate the scintillator probe

measurements, a synthetic diagnostic model has been added to HAGIS, whose layout is shown in

figure 3. Each time a guiding center crosses a pre-defined horizontal planeZ = Zprobe, HAGIS

computes the ion’s Larmor radius and checks by how much the guiding center distance to the probe

entrance slit (centered atRprobe, Zprobe) deviates from the Larmor radius. If this deviation is less

than a given tolerance value (this value determines the effective radial width of the probe slit in

the simulation), the ion is pre-selected. In reality, the actual width of the probe slit is 0.6 mm, but

the tolerance value used here was set to 1 cm in order to improve the simulation statistics. For

the same reason, in the model the probe slit is chosen to be nottoroidally localised (so we assume

toroidal symmetry of the losses), whereas in reality the toroidal extension of the probe slit is a few

mm only. Furthermore, it is ensured that each ion can be detected only once (recurrent detections

are ignored). In practice some of the ions would have been detected also in the absence of a

perturbation. These ions are discarded through comparisonwith a reference simulation for which

the perturbation field has been switched off. The collimatorof the real scintillator probe is designed

in such a way that only ions whose gyroradius and pitch angle lie within a certain range (3-13 cm

and 35-85 degrees, respectively), can actually hit the scintillator plate, so ions which fall outside

this range are discarded in the synthetic diagnostic. For a successful detection the ions also need to

be reaching the slit within an allowable range of gyrophases(the incidence angle must not deviate
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by more than approximately 25 degrees from the slit plane normal). This is ensured by requesting

that the guiding center does not deviate by more than∆Z/2 from Zprobe for detection (shaded area

in figure 3). In practice,∆Z is not an explicit parameter, but its value has been fixed indirectly

by adjusting the numerical stepsize when computing the orbit trajectory. Here, the value of∆Z/2

was approximately 1 cm. An important approximation that hadto be made concerns the probe

location. As for the discharge analysed here the actual probe entrance is away from the plasma

boundary by more than a gyroradius, and since with the HAGIS version available for our studies

it was not possible to compute orbit trajectories outside the separatrix, it became necessary to shift

the probe position radially inwards by 7 cm. The impact of this artificial shift on the simulation

results will be assessed later. It is finally noted that this geometric description is different to the

one used previously in [10] (there, the criterium used for selection was that particles had to cross

the separatrix within a range of poloidal angles in the vicinity of the probe,0o ≤ θ ≤ 60o), and

that the new model replicates better the actual working principle of the scintillator diagnostic.

APPLICATION TO JET DISCHARGE

We have repeated an earlier analysis done for JET discharge 69100, documented in detail in [10],

with the improved numerical model. A brief review of the discharge characteristics and main ex-

perimental findings is given here for convenience.

Discharge 69100 is an ELMy H-mode discharge with conventional (fully relaxed)q-profile. During

its flat top (t = 21.0 − 23.4 s) the discharge parameters are as follows:B0 = 2.7 T, Ip = 1.2 MA,

edge safety factorq95 ∼ 6.5, normalised betaβN = 2.6, poloidal betaβpol = 1.8, Greenwald frac-

tionne/nGW = 0.77, triangularityδ ∼ 0.4. The plasma is composed of 95 percent deuterium and 5

percent hydrogen (inferred from visible spectroscopy measurements at the plasma boundary). The

auxiliary heating consists of 15 MW of NBI (deuterium, max. 130 keV injection energy) and 6

MW of coupled ICRH (42 MHz, giving for the hydrogen minority acentral resonance position 28

cm inboard of the magnetic axis). The neutral particle analyser (NPA) diagnostics show negligible

second harmonic deuterium acceleration, which is in agreement with PION [15] and SELFO [16]

simulations. Fishbone bursts are repeatedly observed throughout the flat-top phase. Their occur-

rence is accompanied by a temporary increase in fast ion losses detected by the scintillator probe

(figure 4). Neutron emission traces and also ICRH-free reference discharges demonstrate that the

fishbones are driven unstable by neutral beam injected deuterons. However, any neutral beam

deuterons lost from the plasma (e.g. due to resonant interaction with the fishbone wave field) will

not be detected by the scintillator diagnostic as deuteronswith ED < 200 keV are blocked by a

gold foil with 1 µm thickness mounted at the probe entrance. Instead, the fastion losses seen on

the scintillator probe are identified as ICRH-accelerated protons in the megaelectronvolt energy

range, which become lost due to non-resonant wave-particleinteraction [10].

For the simulations, the proton distribution of ICRH-accelerated protons in the plasma has been

computed with the SELFO code for this discharge. The resulting distribution has been validated
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against NPA measurements by comparing the perpendicular tail temperature (mean energy in the

perpendicular degrees of freedom) of the simulated distribution along the NPA’s line of sight with

the actual NPA measurement. Within the measurement uncertainty, excellent agreement is found

between the two tail temperatures (249 keV by SELFO, 240± 65 keV by NPA).

The magnetic perturbation field computed by MISHKA (internal kink mode including poloidal

harmonics−2 ≤ m ≤ +4) is superimposed to the 2D equilibrium using the following parameters:

tsat = 1.8 ms, tperiod = 11.0 ms, fstart = 7 kHz, fend = 2 kHz, whereasAsat has been varied

between0.25 − 1.50 × 10−2 to cover the full range of fishbone amplitude values observedin dis-

charge 69100. Here, the first two parameters have been inferred directly from magnetic fluctuation

traces, the third and fourth parameters are the fishbone fluctuation frequencies after deduction of

the core plasma rotation near theq = 1 rational surface (from charge exchange recombination

spectroscopy). Finally, the value ofAsat = δB̃r,sat/B0 has been obtained by matching the mag-

nitude of magnetic flux surface displacements insideq = 1 (visualized through Poincare plots

of magnetic field lines in the 3-D perturbed equilibrium) to electron temperature profile displace-

ments at the time of maximum fishbone amplitude measured withan array of ECE radiometers.

The electron temperature profile displacements are in turn obtained using the expression

ξ =
δTe

|∇Te|
(3)

which neglects plasma compressibility [17]. It is noted that the distortion of the total magnetic

field (ECE measurement position) as a result of the fishbone perturbation is negligible, and that

the plasma is optically thick at the location of interest, sothe ECE signal responds indeed only to

electron temperature variations.

The simulation results are as follows. As in the earlier simulations (cf also [10], figures 12 and 13),

two orbit types are the main contributors to the detected losses: (a) trapped protons whose outer

orbit leg runs close to the plasma boundary (and thus were already passing by in the vicinity of

scintillator diagnostic), and (b) from counter-passing protons deep inside the plasma which transit

into a trapped orbit similar to (a). In both cases the orbit distortions are found to originate from

non-resonant wave particle interaction. Figure 5 comparesthe measured and simulated energy

distributions of lost protons for one of the fishbones in figure 4. It can be seen that the agreement

between the two is excellent. The simulated losses follow closely the measured curve almost

over the entire energy range. Only at the highest energies (∼3 MeV) the losses are somewhat

underestimated. Compared to the old simulation results, for which good agreement was only found

if the core losses were artificially omitted, this constitutes a major improvement. The earlier results

suggested that the core losses were being overestimated, but those have in fact not diminished in

the new model. Hence, the improvement must come from the moreaccurate geometrical treatment

for the losses selection.

The analogous comparison for the distribution of detected protons as a function of the pitch angle

related orbit invariantΛ = µmB0/E = B0(1− cos2 ϑp)/B (whereµm is the magnetic moment,E
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is the proton energy,B0 andB are the magnetic field on axis and at the probe location, respectively,

andϑp is the pitch angle) is shown in figure 6a. The plot includes in addition the initial SELFO

distribution of protons in the plasma. Once more, the agreement between the measured and the

detected losses distribution is excellent. Not only have the simulated losses the right shape (except

for the regions far away from the maxima, where HAGIS underestimates the losses), but even the

slight shift (∆Λ ≈ 0.08) seen on the measured losses towards lowerΛ values when comparing

with the distribution inside the plasma can be reproduced. At this point, however, it is important to

remember that the synthetic diagnostic position had been artificially shifted by a few cm towards

the plasma. To assess the shift’s impact, separate runs wereperformed in which the position of the

probe was scanned radially, moving it further towards the plasma in small steps of about 2 cm. It

turns out that while for the other results shown in this article (e.g. the energy distribution) the probe

position adjustments have a negligible effect on the predictions, for the pitch angle distribution

it is not negligible. What is observed is that the detected losses distribution remains Gaussian-

like, but its shift with respect to the initial proton distribution varies. This is further illustrated in

figure 6b, where the position of the Gaussian peak is plotted againstRprobe. The trend is that the

further outboard the probe is, the bigger the shift. Linearly extrapolating the simulation results to

Rprobe = 3.821 m, we obtain a good match with the actually measured value (square), to within

Λ = 0.01. Overall, it is concluded that both for the energy and the pitch angle distributions, the

simulations are in very good agreement with experiment.

A comparison of measured and predicted proton losses per fishbone as a function of the fishbone

amplitude parameterAsat is shown in figure 7. The experimental data in this plot was obtained

from a sample of 26 fishbones in discharge 69100 (t = 22.170− 23.110 s), for which the obtained

amplitudes range from0.3 − 1.2 · 10−2. A polynomial fit to the experimental data with linear and

quadratic components yields essentially a purely quadratic increase of the losses with amplitude

over the entire amplitude range. For the simulation data, a quadratic dependence of the losses

is found as well at amplitudesδB̃r,max/B0 & 0.75 · 10−2. However, forδB̃r,max/B0 . 0.75 ·

10−2 the simulations predict a linear dependence (highlighted by the dash-dotted line) which is

not corroborated by the experiment. The change from linear to quadratic losses with increasing

mode amplitude can be understood in terms of a transition from near-boundary losses to stochastic

(diffusive) losses, as described in [18] (see also [13] and [19]), but keeping in mind that the wave-

particle interaction is here non-resonant. The amplitude behaviour shown in figure 7a is essentially

the same as the one reported with the previous model [10] (theonly difference being that the

absolute number of detected losses predicted by HAGIS has now increased by about a factor 4; for

this comparison, however, the absolute level of losses is unimportant as the scintillator diagnostic

is not absolutely calibrated and the experimental data in figure 7 is scaled in a.u.). It has been

argued in [10] that a mismatch between the simulated and the experimentally inferred values of

Asat, e.g. through neglecting the parallel plasma compressibility, is unlikely to be the cause for

this discrepancy.
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Another unresolved discrepancy that persists despite the model improvement and that we mention

here for completeness is related to the temporal evolution of losses during a fishbone cycle. As

had been reported in [10] (figure 14), the simulated losses peak beforet = tsat, i.e. before the

maximum magnetic perturbation is reached, whereas experimentally the scintillator signal tends to

peak at the time when, or slightly after, the maximum magnetic perturbation is reached. Clearly,

despite now being able to predict correctly the energy and pitch angle spectra of the losses, the

improved geometrical treatment has not been able to resolvethese latter discrepancies, pointing

towards a deeper physics element which is still missing in the simulation codes, or, alternatively,

to an unidentified hardware source. For the latter, one possible candidate would be the scintillator

material itself (P56, or Y2O3:Eu3+), which has a relatively long phosphorescence decay time of2

ms. This may lead to distortions of the overall light output behaviour for fast events which however

wouldn’t show up on the energy and pitch angle distribution measurements [20, 21]. Efforts are

underway to install a new faster scintillator material (TG-Green, or SrGa2S4:Eu2+), previously

deployed on ASDEX Upgrade [22,23], which should yield further clarification.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A model for the simulation of pitch angle and energy resolvedfast ion loss measurements from

a 2D scintillator probe has been presented and successfullytested against fishbones on JET. The

improved geometrical description of scintillator probe measurements through the implementation

of a synthetic diagnostic module in HAGIS has proven to be keyto the correct reproduction of the

two primary deliverables of the diagnostic, namely the energy and the pitch angle distribution of

losses. Lacking an absolute calibration of the diagnostic,we have not attempted to compare the

absolute number of losses, but at least their relative variation with the fishbone amplitude has been

assessed, yielding more subtle differences between experiment and simulation for lower amplitude

modes (i.e. quadratic versus linear increase with fishbone amplitude, respectively) which will

require further investigation.

One of the limitations encountered (which could only be overcome through a small shift of the

synthetic probe location towards the plasma boundary) was the inability to trace guiding centers

beyond the separatrix. In the future, this could be overcomewith the help of a recent extension

to HAGIS by Bruedgamet al [24], which has been tested on ASDEX Upgrade but has still to be

implemented for JET.

With only minor modifications this simulation technique canbe applied to the study of other, more

complex, instabilities, such as Alfven Eigenmodes or Alfven Cascades, against scintillator probe

measurements. Dedicated JET experiments have been recently performed to study the influence of

these instabilities on the fast ion confinement deterioration and loss [25], which are envisaged for

future work.
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Figure 1: (a) Scintillator probe layout inside the JET vessel. (b) Cross-cut through the probe head showing the collimator and the
2-D scintillator plate. (c) Measuring principle: The location at which incoming ions hit the scintillator depends on the gyroradius
and the pitchangle of the velocity vector with respect to thelocal magnetic field.
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bution (solid curve) peaks atΛ = 0.874, which corresponds to
a pitch angle of 58.0o. A Gaussian fitted to the SELFO distribu-
tion (dotted curve) peaks atΛ = 0.926, which corresponds to
a pitch angle of 61.0o. (b) Influence of the synthetic diagnostic
radial position on the predictedΛ distribution. The y-axis de-
notes theΛ value at which a Gaussian function fitted to the sim-
ulated losses has its maximum. The circles are obtained from
the simulations, whereas the square is the actual measurement
(fitted Gaussian to the solid curve in (a)). The error bars give
the 95% confidence bounds of the fit. The linearly extrapolated
value of the position of the Gaussian maximum predicted by the
simulations forR = 3.821 m is in fairly good agreement (to
within Λ = 0.01 or, equivalently, 0.5o in pitch angle) with the
measurement.
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Figure 7: Measured (circles) and simulated (triangles) losses dependence on the fishbone amplitude parameterAsat =

δBr,max/B0. For the experimental data, the value ofAsat has been obtained by matching the magnitude of magnetic flux sur-
face displacements insideq = 1 (visualized through Poincare plots of magnetic field lines in the 3-D perturbed equilibrium) to
electron temperature profile displacements at the time of maximum fishbone amplitude measured with an array of ECE radiometers.
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